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INTRODUCTION
The CRIME - Challenging Thinking Programme 2 was developed in
response to the challenges arising from group work within prisons especially in relation to the legitimacy of crime, and in particular,
offenders justifying their own offending.

The overall aim is to get young offenders to question their thinking
and see if their reasons for continued offending stand up to scrutiny.
As such, the programme aims to facilitate discussion and debate.
The programme can be used as a complete programme or utilised for
tailored and specific work with both individuals and groups. Areas
focused upon include:
• Discussion around the excuses many offenders use to justify their
offending and how these can change over time
• Identifying the discrepancies and contradictions in terms of the
values which underpin offending culture
• Discussion around peer pressure and reputations, in terms of the
risks, effort required to develop, and the pressure that it exerts on
an individual’s behaviour
• Discussion around the blatant exagerration, lies, and fantasy
relating to the portrayal of crimes amongst offenders
• Exploring the situations and choices made by prisoners who no
longer wished to live or suffer the consequences of a criminal
lifestyle

CRIME 2

As with all Impact Resources material, the programme has
numerous contributions from serving prisoners and ex
offenders.
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Further discussion around this topic identified the roles played by peer
pressure, peer permission, and the normalisation of offending
amongst many young offenders.
Additionally, the role of reputations and also the contradictions within
the criminal value base were also key emerging issues.

INTRODUCTION

A common theme concerned the distorted value base which not only
underpinned, but also gave permission for individuals to perpetrate
offences upon others with little or no consideration.

2

time versus time

10
mins

AIM: To create awareness of the cost in terms of time when

looking at offending

• The second offender was 20 at the time of their offence
• They were serving 6 years minimum for a profit share of less
than £7
• Life expectancy is on average around 80 for a male of this age
• So taking into account their age - they traded a tenth of their life
for 20 seconds that made them £7

FACT:
Many prisoners within the system, and many offenders yet to
commit serious offences, often have traded or are about to risk
much bigger percentages of their lives:
FOR EXAMPLE: Weapon offences can risk upto 25 - 50% of
offenders’ lives - not to mention 100% of their victims!

Q: How much of your life are you currently risking through your
offending OR willing to risk? DISCUSS

SESSION 5

PUT this into perspective:

CRIME 2

“I was sentenced to 6 years IPP for a robbery that made £20 split
between 3 of us! That was 6 years inside for an act that took less than
20 seconds start to finish”
Serving 6 years GBH
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“I’ve been inside twice now...once for 12 months and last time for
two years. How I look at it is that on both times I ended up doing
a year inside...24/7...for the price of a couple of minutes!”
Ex Prisoner

EXERCISE 3

LOOK at the following statements made by offenders:

28

don’t thinkers
think’ers
TASK: Answer the following questions and EXPLAIN your

reasoning behind your answers. EXPLORE why you think this?:

• So if one of your own family was targeted as a result of your
offending this would be okay? Why / Why not? DISCUSS
• Is being drunk or on drugs ever an excuse for offending?
Why / Why not? DISCUSS
• From a criminal perspective, where did you learn what’s okay
and what’s not? How do you know you’re RIGHT? DISCUSS
• Would you want your son or daughter to think like you in the
future? Why / Why not? DISCUSS

FACT: Many young offenders don’t ever think about, let alone

challenge, their own attitude towards offending.

Q: Do you? Why / why not?
“I never used to look at any of this and think about it. I was too
busy livin’ street dreams and believing false realities. What I never
looked at is how the choices I made at the time were based on
these false beliefs...but I do now...now that I’m facing decades
inside because of them” Serving 20 years

SESSION 1

• Is it okay to target innocent parties if money is owed by one of
their family? Why / Why not? DISCUSS

CRIME 2

• If someone’s shed is burgled is it less of a loss than them losing
something from their house? Why / Why not? DISCUSS
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• At what point does an attack become cowardly? DISCUSS

EXERCISE 1

• At what age does an offence become one against an old
person? DISCUSS

6

grassing
TRUE SCENARIO

OTHER pressures weighing on their mind include:
• The inability to establish a bond with their daughter over her first few
years
• The community backlash on their family for the killing of a young boy
and all the grief this would cause
• Negative affects on their future employability and thus ability to
provide for their daughter
• Likelihood of breaking the relationship with their daughters mother
• Fact that they were nothing to do with the offence and didn't profit
from it or ask to be involved
• Living with the fact that they have denied a dead boy’s family some
small measure of justice

RESULT - (B) withdrew their statement
Q: Is (B) a 'grass'? DISCUSS
• With all the above factors, what would you have done?

SESSION 3

Q: What would you advise (B) to do in this situation? DISCUSS

CRIME 2

The only question was their alibi. Remember they could be looking at
4-6 years for something they had nothing to do with.
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(B) ended up being part of their alibi and as such became linked into
the offence. When questioned by the Police they became aware that
CCTV footage and witness statements would no doubt clearly show
their two friends were guilty.

EXERCISE 2

A person (B) has just become a parent to a 6 week old daughter.
They are involved in a situation where two of their friends have hit a 9
year old boy whilst driving a TWOC'd (stolen) car. The boy died.

16

OKAY OR NOT?

15
mins

AIM: To look in more detail at offenders lifestyle choices and see

if they are genuinely acceptable if they affected them personally?

*This exercise is devised from the responses of adult offenders
on Attendance Centre Orders.

breaching various youth offending orders and nights smoking weed,
(whilst fighting zombies on his console!)

Q: Do you have a problem with this? Why / Why Not? DISCUSS
SCENARIO: 20 years from now you have a 17 year old daughter -

17 years of caring for her since childhood. You find out she is regularly
a passenger in her boyfriends car doing 130 mph.

Q: Do you have a problem with this? Why / Why Not? DISCUSS
SCENARIO: You hear a knock at the door and open it to see the

lad your daughter has recently started dating. He stinks of 'skunk', is
clearly stoned, and can't come in because he has to attend community
service as he's on his last warning for breaching.

Q: Would you have a problem with your daughter ‘seeing’ this
lad? Why / Why Not? DISCUSS
FACT When lifestyle choices begin to affect you personally or

the people you care about, many behaviours you may currently
see as acceptable can soon become problems!

WHY? - Because they start to affect YOU or your family

personally!

SESSION 2

SCENARIO: A 17 year old is unemployed, spends his days

CRIME 2

Q: Do you have a problem with this? Why / Why Not? DISCUSS
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of road at 130 mph in a sports car. The car isn't stolen and the driver is
sober.

EXERCISE 2

SCENARIO: A 20 year old is caught driving down a straight stretch

12

pad thieves

10
mins

AIM: To further explore the contradictions amongst criminal

values

LOOK at the two following offences:

• Which do you feel would be seen as the worst offence within
criminal circles? DISCUSS

FACT:
• The act of theft within prisons (against other prisoners) is seen on
the whole as one of the worst offences that can be committed.
• Many 'pad thieves' are subject to brutal beatings as a result and
shunned by the mainstream prison population. Many are placed, or
elect to be placed on vulnerable prisoner wings ('protection')

Q: Why do you think many offenders view theft outside of

prison (in the community) as acceptable but NOT within
prison? DISCUSS

FACT: Many prisoners state that the act of theft from other prisoners

is unacceptable as prison life is hard enough without having the things
to make life easier being stolen.
HOWEVER most burglaries in the community occur in areas of
deprivation and poverty...so: Q: What's the difference between
'outside' and 'inside'? DISCUSS

SESSION 3

EXPLAIN

CRIME 2

Q: Which is the worst offence in your opinion? DISCUSS &
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• A prisoner steals from another PRISONERS CELL

EXERCISE 3

• A person steals from a HOUSE

17

Q:

shaping a rep’

• Can you think of the sort of criminal activities this person
would have to have been involved in to develop this kind of
reputation? DISCUSS

• The person had been involved in serious offending for over 23
years, inc intent to supply Class A drugs, weapon and firearm
offences, GBH and attempted murder, torture and kidnap
offences
• Since being 14 they had served 18 years (actual time) inside
secure units, YOIs, and prisons. They are currently aged 36.
They have therefore being ‘away’ for half their life!
• They have had to constantly work to maintain their reputation
and as such put themselves and their family in harms way

SESSION 6

REALITY:

EXERCISE 3

• Can you think what this has cost them in personal terms?
DISCUSS

• They are therefore highly likely to get arrested for criminal
activities and have to be constantly paranoid
• They will always be targets for other criminals trying to build
their reputations up (adding to the paranoia!)
• However they have such a serious offending record, and no
history of work, that they are extremely unlikely to get a legal
job (or at best minimal wages)

Q: Using the examples above & thinking of your own reputation
at the moment, what has this cost YOU, or could likely cost
YOU in the future? DISCUSS
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• They are so well known to the Police that they are always a
suspect for any serious offence when out of jail and closely
monitored by security when inside prison

CRIME 2

• They have very limited contact with their family, including two
of their children (none with one)

36

NO. OF SESSIONS:
YES

NO

How would you rate the exercises between 0 – 10?
(0=Useless, 10= Really useful)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Give 3 examples of how the exercises have changed your views
or what you’ve learned?
1.

2.

3.

EVALUATION - Section 1

QUESTION?
Have the exercises made you think about your own values
you use to justify your offending?
Can you see how your views about what’s acceptable could
change if you become personally affected by crime?
Can you see how ‘the rules’ within crime (e.g. not grassing)
are often ignored when situations become serious?

CRIME 2

KEY WORKER:
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NAME:

EVALUATION
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